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The Great Wizard Marvin is urgently needed in the 12th dimension for an extended period of time. He happens 
upon your party where he hurriedly request thier assistance with a most urgent quest that he needs completed in his 
absesnce. Before there is time to respond Marvin teleports the party to the interior of his magical menagerie. 
Upon arriving Marvin sumons a scroll that he says will provide further instuctions and then vanishes. Reading the 
scroll the party learns that within the menagerie there are five tasks of utmost importance that must be completed in 
order for their reward and the way out to be revealed. With further inspection the party finds that they are stuck 
inside a room with 5 sides each containg a single door. At the center of the room is a staircase that leads to a door inside a room with 5 sides each containg a single door. At the center of the room is a staircase that leads to a door 
locked by magic. When all five tasks are compled the magic door will unlock revealing a reward and the exit.
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Your party finds themself in a dessert. The group 
must find and collect 5 suspiously steamy and 
maliable golden nuggets burried throughout the 
sand. It wont be an easy task as too much movment 
causes large hostile sandworms to rise out of the 
sand. Perched on rock is also a large Golden lynx 
that lays sleeping and will only attack if provoked.

This room apears to be a magical aviary. The 
party must collect one egg of ice/lightning/fire. 
The eggs are spread in three separate nest, one 
under each bird spread equally in the room. The 
birds who protect these eggs are asleep and calm, 
until you touch their egg, then you’re toast, or 
fried, or a meatsicile . The party must collect the 
three eggs and then make it out alive.three eggs and then make it out alive.

This room has a stone platform at the front and 
back with a large pond inbetween. The pond is 
full of giant magical koi fish. The party must get 
to the back platform where isthere is food for 
the fish. The only way to get to the back 
platform without becoming a meal for the fish is 
to jump on the large stones spread throughout 
the water.the water.

Your party walks into a dark damp dungeon 
that has a large pool of water in the center. 
Out of the shaddows steps a large three 
headed dog. The party must work together 
using thier strength, wisdom, and agility to 
force the giant beast into taking a much 
needed bath.

 This room houses a magical garden and the 
All Tree which can grow anything and 
everything. Impossibly large Insulting Weeds 
(they do throw insults) that are covered in 
thorns surround and lash against the base of 
the tree. Your party must destroy all the 
weeds. The weeds will throw horrible insults 
and attacks at the party.and attacks at the party.


